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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 
Context. Today’s parallel systems are widely used in different computational tasks. 
Developing parallel programs to make maximum use of the computing power of parallel 
systems is tricky and efficient tuning of parallel programs is often very hard.  
Objectives. In this study we present a performance prediction and visualization tool named 
VPPB for a Linux environment, which had already been introduced by Broberg et.al, [1] for 
a Solaris2.x environment. VPPB shows the predicted behavior of a multithreaded program 
using any number of processors and the behavior is shown on two different graphs. The 
prediction is based on a monitored uni-processor execution. 
Methods. An experimental evaluation was carried out to validate the prediction reliability of 
the developed tool. 
Results. Validation of prediction is conducted, using an Intel multiprocessor with 8 
processors and PARSEC 2.0 benchmark suite application programs. The validation shows 
that the speed-up predictions are +/-7% of a real execution. 
Conclusions. The experimentation of the VPPB tool showed that the prediction of VPPB is 
reliable and the incurred overhead into the application programs is low.  
 
Keywords: Parallel programming, performance tuning, distributed memory, 
shared memory, VPPB, PThreads. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
“The only thing constant is change” [2], changes in architecture, technologies and 

applications are frequent in computer systems to gain high computational performance. 
In recent decades, many experiments were carried out in order to build high 
performance computers, such as, in the 70’s vector computer was the new dimension 
for modern super-computing, whereas in the 80’s the combination of vector computing 
and standard available computing environments was the trend. In the 80’s, enhancing 
chip computing power was the mean to attain higher performance, afterwards the 
CMOS chip technology amplified computer system’s performance. During the 90’s 
SMP (Symmetric Multiprocessors) systems gained popularity by offering 
price/performance advantage [2], [3]. 

 
Earlier higher performance achievement was mainly hardware oriented, such as, 

chip enhancements in the computational unit as well as in the memory system, parallel 
computing (e.g., multiple execution units, pipelined instructions, multi-core 
technology, etc). However, the key motive was to develop high performance systems. 
Therefore the evolution of change in computer realm is still in progress [2], as Moore’s 
Law predicted that the number of components will be doubled after every 18 months 
[4]. 

  
The strategy of increasing the number of components is still the mainstream of 

parallel computing, alongside with the advent of cluster computing in the 1950’s. 
From then on, the concept of clustering of PCs or clustering of commodity off-the-
shelf components also gained popularity for achieving high computational 
performance. Later on, distributed computing and very recently grid computing came 
into the scene of solving computational problems parallelly. All of these computational 
paradigms were invented with the aim of solving large computational problems, save 
time and/or money, and gain high performance and concurrency. 

 
The term parallel computing means dividing a single task into several pieces and 

uses more than one computational unit simultaneously to perform these tasks. 
Approaches to parallel computers are: multiprocessing, computer cluster, parallel 
supercomputer, distributed computing, NUMA, SMP, massively parallel computers, 
grid computing, etc. Special software systems are needed to program parallel 
computers both at the operating system level and programming language level. In the 
early 90’s, the impact of software systems were also highlighted for achieving high 
computational performance. Consequently, new programming languages were 
developed such as, CM-Fortran and High Performance Fortran [3], PVM, MPI, 
OpenMP, UPC, HPF. Among these PVM and MPI are for programming parallel 
computer with distributed memory systems, OpenMP and HPF are for shared memory 
systems, UPC is for both distributed and parallel memory systems. 

 
For writing parallel programs, a variety of programming languages and libraries 

are available [5] depending on the form of parallel systems and the communication 
model among their subsystems. However, the most general communication models for 
parallel programming are shared memory and message passing. The selection of a 
programming model or environment mainly depends on the problem at hand and the 
solutions designed. However, there are certain hitches lay in parallel computing in the 
form of process synchronization and coordination. The conventional ways of 
synchronization use low level programming constructs based on the underlying 
hardware. In distributed memory systems the processes communicate or synchronize 
among themselves through message passing. On the other hand shared memory 
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systems use explicit ways of synchronization like locks, condition variables, 
semaphores and monitors between parallel tasks which are hard to design, program 
and debug; and the gained parallelism will have no meaning if the programs 
performance is not significantly higher comparing to its sequential counterpart.  

 
Therefore, an efficient parallel program is one of the keys of parallel computing 

paradigm. Development of parallel software is regarded as time and effort intensive 
because of the complexity of specifying concurrent tasks, standardized environments, 
and software development toolkits [4]. Today’s programmers have some sort of 
comfort to develop and rectify parallel programs with the help of various tuning tools. 
In recent years, various performance tuning tools have been developed and evaluated 
in certain environments e.g., Valgrind [6], Paradyn [7], SvPablo [8], ParaGraph [9], 
XPVM [10], TMON [11], Prober [12], Virtue [13], Sieve [14], SPI [15] and VPPB 
[15]. Among these, we choose VPPB (Visualization of Parallel Programs Behavior) as 
our subject of study which is operable only in shared memory systems. The reason for 
choosing it is that, VPPB is the only available tool, which considers a wide range of 
parameters as performance factors, to provide flexible performance tuning of parallel 
programs for shared memory multiprocessors [1]. VPPB is a performance prediction 
tool based on a monitored uni-processor execution in Solaris environment. It accepts 
target programs, which are written in C/C++ and runs in the Solaris 2.X operating 
system. VPPB can trace activities at two levels: application-level and kernel-level. 
Further it can trace activities like, RPC, physical disk I/O, socket I/O, OS internal 
buffers, etc. [16] 

 
This study investigates the modification of the VPPB tool to make it visualize the 

behavior of parallel programs in a Linux environment. The tool will be compatible 
with the Linux environment and can predict the performance of programs written in 
C/C++. Our main goal is to measure how correctly the VPPB can predict the 
performance of the programs in respect to time and also to measure the amount of 
overhead incurred into the programs. 

 
A well defined experimentation showed that the VPPB is accurate in predicting 

behaviors of multithreaded programs in a Linux environment. The experiment was 
performed on eight selected applications from the PARSEC benchmark suite and a 
multiprocessor with eight processors. The outcome of the experimentation showed that 
the prediction of VPPB is acceptable as the maximum difference between the real and 
the predicted speed-up is 7% and in most cases the difference varied from 0% to 2%. 
The predictions are based on the recordings of monitored uni-processor execution as 
mentioned above. The time overhead for recording these monitored uni-processor 
executions was between 2.5% to 3.2%. 

 
This thesis report is divided into seven chapters. Chapter one covers the detail of 

parallelism background and related works. Moreover, it will present an ample look at 
major components of parallel computing systems such as, hardware and software. 
Specifically, it will highlight the software viewpoint in parallelism and particularly the 
software tuning tools. In chapter two we will discuss the tool VPPB, its problem areas 
and objectives of this thesis study. Chapter three will address the implementation of 
VPPB for a Linux environment. In chapter four the research methodology will be 
discussed. Chapter five will cover the experimentation of the developed tool. Chapter 
six will present the results and discussion/analysis. In chapter seven conclusions are 
made. 
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1 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 

 
With the evolution of computer systems, parallel systems are widely used in 

academia, industry and commercial areas. Often they are built with commodity-off-
the-shelf products, shareware, or freeware freely available on the internet. Many 
changes have undergone in Computing environments, to make them more suitable for 
executing computationally intensive or data intensive applications. The areas of 
science that need such high performance computing are such as, bioinformatics, cloud 
modeling, thermonuclear processes, astrophysics, and other engineering computations 
[5], [17].  

  

1.1 Parallelism and Architectural Trends 
The capability of computer systems to gain higher performance depends on the 

design of underlying architecture and applications that operate it. To exploit maximum 
performance the architecture design needs to be effectively organized. The major 
building blocks of any computer architecture mainly consist of hardware, software and 
communication systems. The interaction of these facets in parallel computer system 
defines the nature of that parallel system. The converging design trends in each of the 
category are in the process of improvement. At hardware level the concept of allowing 
larger number of components to fit in a chip and also increasing the clock rate to 
multiple chips with the same set of components is in the evolution process. Similarly, 
various software systems, programming language libraries and parallel programming 
models have been invented to support the underlying parallel architectures. 
Accordingly, the communication systems along with storage have harnessed the 
parallelism. 

 

1.2 Hardware 
From hardware perspective, the utmost parallelism can be attained by enhancing 

the capacity of major components to process maximum data. These major components 
are Microprocessors, Memory, Interconnection paths etc. In organization of computer 
architectures the hardware level contains the detail of a machine at low level, such as, 
circuitry layout, logic design, power requirement etc. However, the architectural 
advances in hardware effects the size and efficiency for instance, the processors are 
getting smaller and faster while memory is getting larger and less expensive. In the 
formulation of parallel systems the core component that can drive parallel computing 
with the help of other hardware components is the microprocessor.  

 
Trends being followed to achieve parallelism are multi-core processors and hyper-

threading (multithreading) systems [5]. In recent years, the multi-core processors 
concept is adopted largely for applications which need limited scale of high 
performance computations. However, for large applications those need more 
processing power than multi-core processors can deliver; uses processing power of 
distributed computing in the form of cluster computing, grid or cloud computing. 
Distributed computing elements are interconnected to gain high processing power and 
when we connect multiple systems then, it requires various structural changes in 
hardware and software.  Major problematic areas of high performance computing are 
operating system’s concurrency, networking, computer architecture, shared access 
synchronization, race condition, load balancing, parallel data structures etc [18]. 
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1.2.1 Microprocessors  
Microprocessors have gone through continual process of evolution and reached 

into a new era of computing. The improvement rate of microprocessor in terms of 
performance is raised approximately to 35% per year [19]. In addition to 
improvements; microprocessor’s gradually decreasing cost makes it first choice of 
computing devices and due to its wider acceptance in industries and academia, 
software system developers were derived to develop vendor independent operating 
systems and standard applications. New techniques and architectures were proposed 
for utmost usage of this technology. Among those, RISC (Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer) architecture with simpler instruction set is well known, which raised the 
performance graph higher than ever before. The major characteristics of RISC 
microprocessor design are one cycle execution time instructions and usage of large 
number of registers. Later on, by enhancing the combined capabilities within 
architecture and organization; the performance growth rate was maintained for 16 
years with 50% rate of annual growth [19] until 2002. After that the performance 
growth rate was dropped by 20% per year due to the hitches it faces in the form of 
power dissipation, chips cooling mechanism, less usage of instruction level parallelism 
and memory latency.   

 
In 2004 high performance computing takes another direction with a new coined 

technology of multi-processors on a single dice instead of faster uniprocessors [19]. 
Subsequently, the new emerging concept in parallel computing is multi-core 
processors. Multi-core technology uses two level of threading technique, one is CMP 
(Chip-level Multiprocessing) and the other is SMT (Simultaneous Multithreading). 

 

1.2.2 Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) 
To build higher performance processors the design extension to existing 

processors technology was instruction level parallelism (ILP) and thread level 
parallelism (TLP). The initial endeavor for parallelism was ILP on superscalar 
processors that meant to handle larger quantities of instructions from a single program 
in a single cycle [20]. This scheme works well for numerical calculation intensive 
applications. The numerical applications have defined workloads but later with the 
arrival of personal computers and server computing the application’s workloads 
consist of variable characteristics. The commercial applications workloads behave 
worse with the memory due to lot of inputs/outputs. Therefore, the further practice of 
ILP for these sorts of applications did not suit because of continuous stalling [21]. 
Meanwhile, a new technique was introduced for efficient use of processor resources 
called Thread Level Parallelism (TLP). The limitations of ILP are instruction 
dependencies and long latency operation in a single execution thread have been 
prevailed by some extent thorough multiple threads with quick context switching to 
hide memory and functional unit latencies. Examples of such processors designed are 
HEP [22], TERA [23], MASA [24] and Alewife [25]. For instance, the TERA 
architecture is implemented with 128 parallel threads and in one cycle it executes 
stream of threads and ready to issue the next instruction. The TERA design was 
intended to hide memory access latency. 

 
Afterward, in mid 90’s a more refined technique for multithreading was introduced 

which is known as Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). SMT allows various 
independent threads to be allocated in a single cycle to multiple functional units. As 
seen in figure 1(a) [20], the performance over superscalar architecture using ILP is 
poor since it executes multiple instructions issued to a single cycle from a single 
program or thread and in case if the executing program or thread waits for any input 
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output or stalls for some other reasons, the subsequent CPU cycle(s) remains unused, 
which is a waste of CPU cycles horizontally and vertically. In multithreading 
architecture as shown in figure 1(b), it executes instructions from various threads using 
special hardware. At any given cycle it executes instructions from one thread and for 
the next cycle it will perform context switching and execute instructions from another 
thread. However, this technique accommodates the long latency operations, thus it 
removes vertical waste. Conversely, larger instruction size for a single thread limits the 
parallelism which suffers from horizontal waste as the case with superscalar.  

 
In SMT processor architecture, it selects instructions from all participating threads 

in each cycle during the execution process, as shown in figure 1(c) [26]. It provides 
good processor utilization by executing instructions from multiple number of running 
threads. Thus, the waste issue is reduced in SMT by dynamic scheduling of resources 
among threads. This technique can handle threads with higher instruction level 
parallelism along with thread hits lower instruction level parallelism that results in 
higher hardware usage [20], [21], [26].  

 

 
Figure 1: How architectures partition issues slots (functional units): a superscalar (a), 

a fine-grained multithreaded superscalar (b), and a simultaneous multithreaded 
processor (c). The rows of squares represent issues slots. The processor either finds an 
instruction to execute (filled box) or the slot goes unused. [20] 

 

1.2.3 Chip-level Multiprocessing (CMP) 
The evolutionary design of software concurrency in the form of multithreading 

concept gives a new dimension to hardware multithreading. Accordingly, a rational 
approach for next level microprocessor architecture advancement is Chip-Level 
Multithreading, which is also known as Chip Multiprocessing (CMP) or Multi-core 
processors. The apparent reasons behind the technology were not to complicate a 
silicon dice having billions of transistors with high energy and space consumption as a 
single core. Therefore, the alternate solution was presented as multi-core processors 
(duplicate or multiple processing units in the same dice). [27]  

 
In CMP architecture, multiple cores are integrated on a single dice sharing a single 

bus to memory and each core has its inclusive set of functional units, pipelines and 
caches, etc. These cores have different levels of caches to quickly operate on 
instructions such as, L1 and L2 cache and shares L3 cache. Each core have their own 
hardware threads (varies from 1 to multiple depending on architecture), which can be 
assigned to executing threads depending on operating system’s scheduling policies.  
CMP alleviates memory stalling problem, since single core system architectures 
contain one thread to execute multiple software threads which cause a long wait. In 
CMP systems each core has multiple levels of caches that support quick context 
switching among threads that are waiting for memory access. As a result, having 
multiple options to execute threads achieves superior level of performance as 
compared to several competing architectures. The commercial versions of CMP 
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processors are available from different vendors like SUN Microsystems [28], Intel 
[29], AMD [30], IBM [28], etc. [27], [31], [32] and [33] 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Processor with CMP architeture 
 

1.2.4 Parallel Memory Systems 
In total system performance the memory system becomes a key issue after the 

performance improvements in microprocessors technology that are accomplishing 
thorough frequency scaling and further integrations. Whereas, the memory system 
growth rate is not matching with the microprocessor’s growth rate, which is an equally 
important component to increase performance. This results in a gap between 
processor-to-memory in the form of stalling, memory access latency, etc. The general 
approach to tackle this situation is to increase the capacity of the cache memory and its 
levels between the processor and the main memory [34].  Keeping the cache size larger 
can reduce conflicts and cache misses than coherency misses. Moreover, the memory 
access latencies and bus bandwidth requirements can be reduced by integrating 
memory and I/O controllers in a microprocessor [34]. 

 

1.3 Software 
Since the mid 1970’s parallel computing has been available in some types of form 

and the modern parallel computer systems are powerful. Nevertheless, there hasn’t 
been full use of available parallelism in production-level environment. This is because 
of the lake of parallel software support for sufficiently fast enough transition to 
parallelism. There is a real and widespread concern about the inadequacy of parallel 
software, which is holding back the high performance computing industry [35]. So, 
after many-core hardware evolution, the software needed to support that level 
parallelism is the next requirement. Therefore, it is needed to develop the applications 
that can possibly explore the usage of modern processors architecture to achieve 
higher performance [36], [37]. In fact, now the major concern of parallelism has been 
shifted towards software level parallelism rather than hardware. Because the expected 
multiple cores are known but to efficiently use those cores is the software’s business. 
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1.3.1 Programming Models 
The advancement of processors speed is mainly due to adding multiple cores to a 

single chip. Recently, new generation accelerators, e.g., GPUs, FPGAs, and the Cell 
Broadband Engine (CBE); cloud or grid computing provide the multiple of the 
processing power of even multicore CPUs. Today’s modern computer architectures are 
diverse and heterogeneous including architectures such as VLIW, SIMD/MIMD, 
special purpose cores, complex memory hierarchies, hierarchical arrangement of 
processors and asynchronous memory transfers. To use the high performance potential 
of those architectures, special programming models are required [38]. So, the problem 
of performance scalability of computer architectures has addressed the need to develop 
various programming models. 

 
Parallel programming models are the abstract levels of implementation to solve a 

problem in a particular way [34]. The programming model indicates the structural 
view of implementation above hardware and to use it in an intelligent way. Therefore, 
the selection of model is mainly dependent on the nature of the problem at hand and 
available resources to effectively gain maximum throughput. There are a few 
programming models listed in literature. However, commonly discussed and used 
models are, Shared Memory and Message Passing. [39], [40]  

 

1.3.2 Shared Memory 
In shared memory architecture, the common memory resources are shared among 

multiple processors, this phenomenon is also known as shared address space. The 
changes made by one processor to the memory address are visible to other processors. 
This mechanism requires explicit programming specifications to express the task and 
their interactions for synchronization. Since, each processor assumes memory as a 
single private unit and processor communicate by modifying data objects stored in 
shared space. Therefore, in shared memory program implementation, synchronization 
handling among interacting processors is a major concern. [5], [37] 

 
Synchronize communication requires the application to have some form of locking 

mechanism, for instance semaphores, mutexes, etc. Considering lightweight and high 
performance synchronizations, some architecture provides extra bits (full/empty) 
associated with each word of shared data [36]. However, it is a complicated approach 
to implement as compare to message passing and it requires extensive care for the 
validity of sharing data. 

 
Historically hardware manufacturers implement their own version of threads 

suitable for their distinct design or architecture to attain parallelism. Their 
implementations differ substantially from each other, which makes the programmers’ 
task difficult to develop portable threaded applications. For this reason, a standardized 
programming interface specification was required. In the year 1995, such interface 
specification was specified by the IEEE POSIX 1003.1 standard. Implementations 
adhering to this standard are referred to as POSIX threads or Pthreads or native 
threads. After that, POSIX standard had gone through revisions, including the Pthread 
specification. 

 
In the year 1998 a number of hardware manufacturer and Silicon Graphics came 

up with an API specification, named OpenMP. They developed it by focusing the issue 
to enable a codebase to run without changes equally well on various platforms. The 
OpenMP specification consists of APIs and a set of pragmas. By using pragmas in 
judicious way a single threaded program can be made multithreaded rather easily as 
compared to native thread libraries. One of the good points of OpenMP is, it does not 
lock the software into a preset number of threads, which is a problem with other thread 
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APIs like Pthread, Solaris or Linux thread APIs. Because programs written with those 
API(s) have a predefined number of threads and cannot scale to the situation when 
more number of processor are available. However, programmers of those APIs’ use 
thread pooling mechanism to overcome the scalation problem. But this requires a 
considerable amount of thread-specific coding and there is no surety that the program 
will scale optimally with number of processors available. OpenMP programs can be 
disabled to have OpenMP support and can be compiled as a single threaded application 
for the debugging purposes. Without this feature in the other thread APIs, the 
programmers find it extremely difficult to tell if the complex code is running 
incorrectly because of threading problems or other design problems unrelated to 
threading [41]. 

 
But the problem with the OpenMP is that, programmers have little control over 

threads and its operations, because of its smaller set of thread primitive functions. On 
the other hand Pthread offers a large number of primitive functions, which provide 
finer grained control over threading. So, when in applications, threads are needed to be 
managed individually, native thread API such as Pthread library comes as a natural 
choice. 

 

1.3.3 Message Passing 
In this communication paradigm, different processes can communicate with each 

other through exchanging data in the form of sending and receiving messages. These 
processes compute their tasks in the local memory and these tasks could be located in 
the same or in random number of machines. Moreover, to exchange data between 
processes it requires mutual cooperation such as, each send operation will have a 
receive operation. Since, the programming characteristics of message passing 
paradigm is natural, therefore many libraries have been developed for message passing 
programming. From this variety of available libraries, one is commonly known for 
message passing is Message-Passing Interface (MPI). MPI implementation is done by 
many hardware vendors due to its wide support and it can be programmed using either 
C or FORTRAN [5], [40], [42]. 

1.4 Performance Prediction and Tuning 
Parallel processing is an important way to increase the performance and it’s often 

easier to develop parallel programs for the shared memory model than for message 
passing system [1]. The thread facilities in Solaris, Linux and Windows make it 
possible to write multithreaded programs to be executed in parallel. Multiple threads 
executing in parallel do not guarantee that the program will run faster on shared 
memory model. One major setback is thread synchronization, which may create 
serialization bottlenecks [1]. The process of removing serialization bottlenecks is 
known as performance tuning [1]. Performance prediction is based on detail 
measurement of the executing events in the program which is done by some kind of 
tracing libraries. A program needs to be instrumented with selected tracing library(s) 
and while executing the library collects information about the executing events. After 
that the collected information is analyzed and presented in the form of performance 
data, e.g., numeric data, table or graph. This general approach is adopted for 
constructing performance tuning tools to improve performance of parallel programs. 

1.5 Performance Tuning Tools 
Developing parallel systems consists of activities like developing a parallel 

program for a given problem and then tuning the correct program to show good 
performance. Though today’s compilers are very smart, we can not expect a compiler 
to turn a bad program with poor performance into a good one. So a performance 
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debugging tool should be an integral part of the program development environment. 
The main goal of using performance debugging tools is to help developers to reveal 
major performance bottlenecks hidden in programs. There are several factors related to 
the performance of a parallel program, e.g., whether the program is coarse-grained or 
fine-grained, communication pattern among the working threads or nodes, critical path 
of the program, etc [9]. 

 
Performance tuning of Parallel programs written for the above mentioned models 

is often very hard [2]. There are several automations of performance analysis 
benchmarks, e.g., Linpack and NAS Parallel Benchmark; and tuning tools available 
such as Valgrind [43], Paradyn [44], SvPablo [8], ParaGraph [9], XPVM [10], TMON 
[11], Prober [12], Virtue [13], Sieve [14], SPI [15], etc. 

 
Valgrind: 
It is a Linux based tool suited for debugging and profiling programs to detect and 

manage bugs in a memory. Valgrind supports various operating platforms, such as, 
x86/Linux, AMD64/Linux and PPC32/Linux and other kind of Linux distributions 
such as, Red hat, SuSE, Debian, etc. It works with programs written in any 
programming language and which are compiled, just-in-time compiled, or interpreted. 
The structure of Valgrind is divided into two parts Core and Tools. The core 
comprised of basic infrastructure for instrumentation, JIT compiling, low-level 
memory management, signal handling and thread scheduling. Moreover, it provides 
other services for tools, such as support for error handling and heap allocation 
functions. Valgrind comprises of several tools such as, Memcheck (detects memory 
management problems), Cachegrind (detects cache misses), Massif (profiles heap 
usage over time), Helgrind (detects thread synchronization problem), Nulgrind and 
other various tools [43]. However, the approach how to instrument the code depends 
on tools and tools using certain functions to utilize services. [43] 

 
The underlying working mechanism of Valgrind works with x86-to-x86 based JIT 

compiler as part of the core and it dynamically link ELF executables which does not 
require to be recompiled, re-linked, or altered before they run. For program profiling 
the core is loaded as a shared object (Valgrind.so) using LD_PRELOAD environment 
variable along with the client program. [45] 

 
Paradyn: 
Paradyn project with its technology helps developers to program high-

performance, scalable, parallel and distributed software. In other words, it is a 
performance measurement tool which can automate search effort to locate 
performance bottlenecks. The dynamic notion of Paradyn denotes that it inserts 
instrumentation into the application programs and it can modify the execution flow on 
the fly. The adaptability of new operating environment, hardware and application 
specific performance data is very easy in this tool. In Paradyn the visualization of 
performance data is very easy from the programmers’ point of view since, it provides 
an open interface and a simple programming library.[44] 

 
The working mechanism of Paradyn is based on two basic abstractions of 

performance data: metric-focus grid and time-histograms. In metric-focus grid, metrics 
are time-varying functions which characterize some aspect of program’s performance 
such as, CPU utilization, memory uses and count of floating point operations. While 
the focus is a part of the program resource such as, synchronization objects, threads 
and processes, processors, and disks for which the metric-focus grid is created. Time-
histograms are data structures that record the behavior of a metric-focus grid as it 
varies over time. [46] 
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SvPablo: 
SvPablo (Source view Pablo) is a graphical toolkit for instrumentation that is used 

to record and analyze data from sequential and parallel codes. It aids to collect data for 
performance measurement from both hardware and software during program 
execution. It is flexible to adapt various programming languages and is able to 
represent data in meta-meta-format using the same graphical interface [8]. 

 
The SvPablo instruments the program at source code level and collects runtime 

performance data. The performance data are correlated with source code of monitored 
applications at the level of statements, loops, and functions. The information is 
recorded in a performance file by SvPablo that is represented through SvPablo self-
described data format (SDDF). This file is used to display collected data matrices 
through SvPablo browser. [47], [48] 

 
Prober: 
Prober is another performance analysis tool for parallel programs. It is an 

undergraduate level project that was developed to facilitate the configuration of 
parallel environments, testing and evaluation of parallel programs. It collects 
performance related data using performance measuring routines in its internal code 
segments and composes them in a batch of scripts that are used later to generate 
graphical and statistical output to analyze results.  

 
The tool gathers data by repetitively executing the targeted programs and creates 

performance matrices such as, response time. Prober uses its own scripting language to 
interpret the data and save it into the submission files. The submission files are used as 
a test bed for different tests. The tests can be carried out on a single file or a batch of 
files and the obtained results are stored in a binary file called test file. Prober uses a 
special function to covert the binary file into a human readable formatted text file 
which can be used by the users to produce a statistical or graphical output with the 
help of other applications such as, data sheets, text processors and image edition 
applications. [12] 

 
Virtue: 
Traditionally performance evaluation of parallel programs is performed on 

standalone monolithic application system that limits the ability of data collection from 
codes only or a small amount of data from the hardware in some cases. However, 
Virtue extends the spectrum of collecting and analyzing of scientific data from parallel 
systems regardless of their geographical existence. It provides a prototype system for 
computational grids to integrate, collaborate and visualize performance with real time 
measurements and adaptive control of applications. Virtue is built from the 
combination of technologies used in SvPablo instrumentation toolkit [8], the Autopilot 
real-time-adaptive-control toolkit [49], and the virtue virtual environment for 
performance analysis. Autopilot is based on Globus toolkit [50] which presents a 
shared address space for processes, systems and networks and it also supports 
message-based distributed application developments for resource acquisition. 
Autopilot utilizes the Globus services to instrument and control the applications code 
and their behavior. Moreover, using SvPablo systems it collects real-time performance 
data from distributed software components. Information is exchanged through 
underlying SvPablo’s SDDF (Self-Defining Data Format) data format and is shown as 
immersive display [13]. 
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SPI: 
Scalable Parallel instrumentation (SPI) is a real-time instrumentation tool for 

heterogeneous parallel/distributed systems. It works with action driven programming 
model over heterogeneous distributed platforms and it supports diverse C extensions 
and programming tools. The heterogeneity property provides flexibility of selection in 
analysis and visualization of preferred activity at any level, such as, hardware, OS, IPC 
and application. SPI framework is based on instrumentation of real-time events such 
as, events, actions, and action-event machines (ae-machines). It provides a language 
environment called Experiment Specific Language (ESL), to cooperate with 
heterogeneous and distributed systems. ESL contains a set of tools that allows the 
customized instrumentation of user applications [15].  
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND GOALS 
 

2.1 VPPB 
Broberg et al. [1] introduced a tool called VPPB (Visualization of Parallel Program 

Behaviour) for visualizing the behavior and thus finding bottlenecks in parallel 
programs. It shows the predicted behavior of a multithreaded Solaris program on any 
number of processors based on a monitored uni-processor execution [1], [16]. VPPB 
accepts target programs, which are written in C/C++ and run in the Solaris 2.x 
operating system. The simulator considers a number of issues like thread priority, 
scheduling, parameters of hardware, number of LWPs (Light Weight Process) and 
number of CPUs. According to Broberg et al. [1], VPPB is the only available tool, 
which considers a wide range of parameters as performance factors, to provide flexible 
performance tuning of parallel programs for shared memory multiprocessors. Later 
they introduced a newer version of the VPPB, which is capable to handle I/O 
operations, which was not supported by the earlier version [16]. They also introduced 
an approach of Extended Critical Path Analysis in the tool to optimize the performance 
of multithreaded parallel programs. The tool now allows the user to determine the 
extended critical path of a multithreaded program and thus enabling to optimize the 
code segments, which are contributing to the critical path [51]. 

 
As with the evolution of computer systems and introduction or parallel processing 

in academia, industry and commercial areas,  performance tuning of parallel programs 
has now become a new area of study and it needs attention and also needs to be more 
explored. 

 
VPPB consists of three major parts Recorder, Simulator, and Visualizer [1]. The 

workflow of VPPB is described as in figure 3, the executable binary file of the selected 
multithreaded program is executed in a uni-processor system which automatically 
placed Recorder in between the executed program and the Sun Solaris thread library. 
Every time the program calls the routine in the thread library the call goes through the 
Recorder, which records the identity of the calling thread, the name of the called 
routine, timestamp and other related parameters and then the recorder calls the actual 
routine in the library. After the execution of the multithreaded program on a uni-
processor, the simulator simulates a multiprocessor execution with Recorder 
information as input. The Visualizer visualizes the predicted behavior based on the 
simulated execution of the program [1].  
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Figure 3: Schematic flowchart of the VPPB system; taken from Broberg et. al. [1]. 
  
The current implementation of the Recorder uses the technique of interception of 

shared library and system calls. There are different methods of interception; among 
those the simplest method is LD_PRELOAD in which the environmental variable 
LD_PRELOAD points to the programmer owned shared library, which contains the 
functions with the same name as those the programmer wants to overload [52]. In 
order to collect data related to the program behavior, the Recorder inserts probes at 
specific events, i.e., before and after the calls to the thread library. The inserted probes 
are responsible for recording event specific data [1].  

2.2 Challenge/Problem Focus 
The current version of the tool (VPPB) cannot work in a Linux environment, an 

environment which is widely used in academia, industry and commercial areas. 
Therefore, we need to develop a new version of VPPB which can work in the Linux 
environment. Linux is widely available open source operating system in various 
distributed flavors. Linux has a diverse range of hardware platforms adaptability and it 
is the operating system for standalone computers to servers. The Linux operating 
system supports an extensive set of libraries, compilers and debuggers, system utilities 
and programs [53]. 

 
The thread library of Linux allows writing multithreaded program in C/C++ which 

can be executed in parallel. The popularity and wide use of the Linux operating 
systems warrant the study of performance tuning of parallel programs written for a 
Linux environment. 

2.3 Aims and Objectives 
Our main objective is to present a version of the VPPB tool, which can predict 

performance of multithreaded programs, written in C/C++ and run on the Linux 
environment. According to Broberg et al. [1] VPPB is the only available tool with 
variety of matrices that support flexible performance prediction and analysis of parallel 
programs on any number of processors in a Sun Solaris environment. If the tool can be 
provided with the functionality of performance tuning in a Linux environment will be 
a major scientific advancement in the multithreaded parallel program tuning field.  
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So, this study is intended to make VPPB workable in a Linux environment and 
evaluation of the tool to analyze its adaptability in the new environment. The current 
implementation of the Recorder part in VPPB and the Visulazer are needed to be 
modified to obtain required results, so our main focus is on: 

• the modification of the Recorder for making it functional in Linux 
environment, 

• its interception method of shared library and or, system calls,   
• the placements( insertion points) of probes in the evaluated program 
• making the Visualizer (the GUI) compatible with the Linux environment 

2.4 Research Questions 
The research questions mentioned below are needed to be addressed during the 

thesis. 
1. How correctly the performance could be predicted, by the tool in a Linux 

environment? 
2. How much overhead is going to be incurred into the evaluated program? 
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3 TOOL IMPLEMENTATION 
 

3.1 The Recorder 
The Recorder is responsible for recording the behavior of the examined 

programmed. It inserts probes when the program starts and the probes are inserted at 
specific events, i.e., before and after the calls to the PThread library functions, which 
does not affect the behavior of the program. For each traced event, the probes are 
responsible for recording the following information: the type of the event, e.g., waiting 
on a conditional variable, which object the event concerns, e.g., the identity of the 
conditional variable being used, the identity of the thread generating the event and the 
location of the event in the source code [1]. The Recorder keeps all the data in memory 
until the examined program terminates, then the collected data is recorded in a log file. 

 
The current implementation of the recorder is based on the technique described in 

[58] and used in [40]. We insert our own created library libmthread.so.1 between the 
program and the dynamically linked library libpthread.so which, implements the 
POSIX thread library in Linux. The insertion of library is achieved by using the built-
in facilities of runtime linking of shared objects in Linux. The library is inserted at the 
program startup by the runtime linker via an environment variable named 
LD_PRELOAD. An example of probes in the inserted library is shown in figure 4, 
where we show, how the pthread_exit probe is implemented. 

 
The probe does the following things. First it stores the address of the source line, 

where the thread primitive was called from. The next part of the code looks up the 
address of the real implementation of pthread_exit and stores it in a variable. The next 
thing is to get the timestamp and store the data about the event. Finally, the probe calls 
the original function in the POSIX thread library. 

 
The timestamp recorded for each event is a system-wide real clock time, with a 

resolution of 1 nanosecond. We are forced to do the monitoring on one single LWP as 
we cannot monitor the kernel switches between LWPs. 

 
void pthread_exit(void *status) 
{ 
  static void (* fptr)( void* ) = 0; 
  char *lError = dlerror(); 
  unsigned long int returnPointer = (size_t)__builtin_return_address( 0 ); 
  if ( fptr == 0 ) 
  { 
 fptr = (void (*)( void*) )dlsym(RTLD_NEXT,"pthread_exit"); 
 if ( fptr == NULL ) 
 { 
  (void) printf("Error dlopen: %s\n", dlerror()); 
   return;   

} 
  } 
  mthr_collect(PTHREAD_EXIT, pthread_self(), returnPointer, NONE, NONE); 
  (*fptr)(status); 
  Return; 
} 

Figure 4: The implementation of the pthread_exit probe 
 
 

The tracing of source code location is done in two steps. The first step is to get the 
address where the calling code is placed in the memory. This is done by getting the 
return address, which is the place where the execution will continue after the called 
function has finished execution. The return address is found by calling the Gcc(GNU 
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C Compiler) built-in function __builtin_return_address( 0 ) where argument ‘0’ yields 
to which the current called function will return. In the second step the return address is 
translated into its corresponding source code lines. This is done by using a debugger 
(gdb) in Linux and a small parser, which converts the output of the debugger, to make 
it readable by the Simulator and Visualizer. 

 
The function pointer supplied in every pthread_create call contains the start 

address of a new thread, which is recorded and the debugger is used to translate the 
address to the function name in the source code [1]. 

 
A mentionable amount of time is lost while searching the address of the actual 

code placed in the memory; placing the stack of the caller function into memory and 
then call the actual code in memory; getting timestamp and gather event’s data; pop 
the stack and returning back to the caller (probe); and pop the stack and then returning 
back to the actual caller (user program). So, it affects the actual runtime of the 
simulated programs and the programs takes longer time while traced than the time 
taken while not being traced. To, overcome this drawback we separated the actual call 
time from the total call time. Where ‘total call time’ is the time that is taken to call a 
Posix thread library function while the program being traced and ‘actual call time’ is 
the time taken, when the program is not being traced. The code snippet for separating 
actual call time and total call time is given in figure 5. 

 
/*get the timestamp of when the actual code is called*/  
clock_gettime( CLOCK_REALTIME, &timeOfCall );  
call_actual_code_block_in_memory; 
/*Timestamp of when the actual code block is returned*/ 
clock_gettime( CLOCK_REALTIME, &timeOfReturn );  
actualTimeOfCall = ( timeOfReturn.tv_sec - timeOfCall.tv_sec )*BILLION  
actualTimeOfCall += timeOfReturn.tv_nsec - timeOfCall.tv_nsec; 

 
Figure 5: Code block for separating actual call time from total call time 

3.2 The Simulator 
The working procedure of the Simulator remains the same as it is described in 

[16], [1], [51]. Only the data structure, variable size and type are the things that have 
been changed in the Simulator to make it functional with the current structure of the 
log files generated by the modified Recorder. Care had been taken to modify the 
Simulator to ensure its inherent functionality remain intact. 

3.3 The Visualizer 
The Visualizer is newly developed. Previously the Visualizer was developed using 

Xview API (Application Program Interface) but the problem is that there is no correct 
64 bit version of Xview API [54].  The new version of Visualizer is developed using 
Java6 Swing API, which is compatible for 32 bit as well as 64 bit platforms. Figure 6 
shows a snapshot of the Visualizer graphs. 

3.4 A Simple Example 
We use a simple producer and consumer problem to demonstrate how the tool can 

be used to improve performance of an application. There are six producers and six 
consumers, each implemented by separate threads; and also there is one buffer. 
Producers insert items into the buffer and Consumers pick one item at a time from the 
buffer. Insertion and fetching of items in and out from the buffer is controlled by one 
mutex. The buffer is sufficiently large enough to avoid producers stalling if the buffer 
is full. One solution of the above mentioned problem is shown in appendix A. 
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We started with making a log file of the example program, on a uni-processor 
computer. Here the uni-processor computer is the Kraken machine that we used for the 
experimentation. We made it uni-processor by keeping only one processor enable and 
disabling remaining processors. We used the same machine as it was in our 
experimentation for the accuracy of our outcome. After simulating the log file we 
found that the program ran only 1.1% faster in 8 processors. Then we used the 
Visualizer to find the reason of the poor performance. A small part of the visualizer 
graph is shown in figure 7.   

 

 
 

Figure 6: The parallelism (the higher graph in the figure) and execution flow (the  lower 
graph in the figure) graphs;  

 
      We found that none of the threads are actually running in parallel. After examining 
the execution flow graph we found that all the threads are being blocked by waiting on 
a mutex, as we see the arrow facing downwards. By clicking on the mutex we found 
that the same mutex is causing all the blocking of the threads. Here, the mutex is the 
one that we use to lock the insertion and fetching of data to and from the buffer. After 
finding the performance bottleneck we tried to redesign the example program. One 
solution is to have a number of buffers depending on the number of threads; each 
buffer should have its own mutex variable to safeguard the insertion and fetching of 
data and each buffer should have conditional variable to signal the waiting threads on a 
mutex. The modified version of the example program is shown in appendix B. 
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Figure 7: The parallelism and execution flow graph before the modification of the 
example program 

 
After making a new log file of the modified example program, we found that the 

program runs faster on a simulated eight processor machine, resulted a speed up of 4.7. 
A validation of the simulation showed a speed up of 4.5 on 8 processors in real 
machine which indicates an error rate of 4.4%. A picture of the simulated execution is 
shown in figure 8. We can see in the parallelism graph that larger numbers of threads 
are running in parallel. We can also see that, a number of threads are runnable but no 
processor is available, which is indicated by the red part of the parallelism graph.  

 

 
            Figure 8: The parallelism and execution flow graph after modification of the 
example program 
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4 METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1 Research Approach 
The qualitative investigation study is performed in natural settings in order to get 

insight of targeted phenomenon. The data collection activities in qualitative studies 
depend on the observation of the participants. Therefore, the investigators have no 
control over the environment. Whereas, quantitative approach deals with the 
investigations of controlled experiments i.e. manipulation of variables in order to 
observe changes in other variables [55]. This setup supports comparison and statistical 
analysis of the study and its application depends on targeted measuring investigation. 

 
Our research approach to the aforementioned problem is a quantitative study. We 

have developed a tool that needs a laboratory environment to collect some numerical 
data to evaluate the operational efficiency of the tool. Moreover, to answer the 
questions raised for the research study can be fulfilled by performing an experiment. 
Since, a controlled experiment provides the opportunity to perform well-defined and 
focused studies with the potential of numerical significant results. The experiment 
gives support to examine a special set of variables to focus, measure and study their 
relationships. Such studies are very helpful to understand why relationships and results 
do and do not occur [56].  

 
Likewise, performing experiments with VPPB tool enables us to test the produced 

results and its behavior in a new operating environment. The tool will be demonstrated 
against a subset of applications from the PARSEC benchmark suite. The selected 
programs will be executed on a multiprocessor system with a Linux environment. The 
results obtained from the experiments will be used to analyze and compare with the 
previous known results. 

4.2 Quantitative Study 
In order to examine the predicted effectiveness and behavior of VPPB in new 

environment, a series of controlled cause-effect experiments are conducted. These 
experiments are carried out on benchmark applications from PARSEC benchmark 
suite using VPPB. This benchmark and software are discussed in the experimentation 
chapter. The experiments are performed at the Kraken laboratory environment at BTH. 
Through experiment the data is collected regarding the predicted speedup for the 
benchmark applications. This research study will answer the aforementioned research 
questions such as: 

 
1. How correctly the performance could be predicted, by the tool in a Linux 

environment? 
2. How much overhead is going to be incurred into the evaluated program? 

 
The answer to the first question is presented indirectly from the collected data 

while experimentation, e.g., in case of predicted speedup, measured values will 
enlighten how well the subjected tool is adapted in the new environment. At the same 
time, collected overhead matrix will show how much overhead is incurred into the 
measured programs. 
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4.3 Research Design 
Overall research design of this study comprises of a set of activities as shown in 

figure 9, to successfully complete this study. After formulating problem definition 
from VPPB study, the goal of developing a newer version of VPPB is set. Furthermore 
the study of previous work on VPPB enables us to formulate the appropriate research 
questions. The intended motive is to make this tool workable in a widely excepted 
Linux operating environment. The quantitative research approach is selected for the 
verification of the tool. A controlled experiment is conducted in order to collect some 
numerical data to evaluate the effectiveness of the tool. By transforming this gathered 
data into useful information i.e., by performing analysis activities, the more concrete 
output is achieved in the form of results. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Flowchart of Research Design 

4.4 Expected Results/Outcome 
The expected outcome from the experiment is to ensure that the new 

implementation of VPPB can correctly predict performance of multithreaded programs 
written in C/C++ .The matrices to be calculated in the form of data factors is presented 
in table 1A and 1B. In table 1A the execution times are obtained for various 
applications from the PARSEC benchmark suite along with the variations in the 
number of processors. These different treatments on different variables enable us to 
compare the predicted outcome (execution time on VPPB) and real outcome 
(execution time on real multiprocessor). The difference between the real outcome and 
predicted outcome which formulate error rate, will quantify the correctness of 
prediction. Lower error rate irrespective to +/- sign indicates more correctness in 
prediction. In table 1B the execution time difference between the unmonitored uni-
processor and monitored uni-processor execution will quantify the overhead. Lesser 
difference between the two execution times indicates lower overhead. 

 
  Table 1A: Performance matrix 

program name no. of processor execution time 
real predicted 

- - - - 
 

 
Table 1B: Overhead matrix 

program 
name 

execution time 
unmonitored 
uni-processor 

monitored 
uni-processor 

- - - 
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5 THE EXPERIMENT 
 
The experiments are usually performed in a controlled laboratory environment, 

which are concerned with limited scope, hence referred as research-in-small [55]. As 
discussed in [57], to establish the foundation of an experiment precisely, it is needed to 
define its goals clearly in GQM (Goal Question Matrix) format. The goal template of 
our study is “analyze” VPPB tool for the purpose of “evaluation” with respect to 
“performance prediction” from the point of “developer or researchers” in the context 
of “available performance prediction, tuning and visualization of the parallel 
programming tools”. 

5.1 Experiment planning 
This phase demonstrates the overview of preparation and planning of the final 

experiment. It includes the subsections of context selection, variable selection, subject 
selection, experiment design, instrumentation and validity evaluation. 

 

5.1.1 Context selection 
The context of this experiment is performance prediction of the developed VPPB 

tool. It is an off-line laboratory experiment, since it is not conducted in industrial 
environment. This experiment addresses a real problem of predicting performance of 
parallel programs in a Linux environment using VPPB and its correctness of 
prediction. The VPPB experimental context provides a replicated situation for 
developers to evaluate their programs within the same environment. 

 

5.1.2 Variable Selection 
The variables are used to keep track of quantitative data in controlled experiments. 

By maintaining control over these variables and make variations of values, it enables 
one to calculate the possible variety of results. In this study, the correctness of the tool 
is analyzed using selected applications that are executed using the VPPB tool. These 
parallel applications are selected as subjects, and are being tested with varying number 
of processors. To quantify the performance data the time values of the performance 
matrix are analyzed against these variations, therefore, speedup can be evaluated. 
Thus, the major contributing variables are applications, number of processors, and 
execution time. The variables are identified as Independent variables and Dependent 
variables. 

 
Independent Variables: applications and number of processors. 
Dependent Variable: time (i.e. execution time) 
 

5.1.3 Selection of Subjects 
The applications from the PARSEC benchmark suite [58], [59] are going to serve 

as subjects of this study. Since the PARSEC is a combination of diverse collection of 
shared-memory applications that supports PThread, and also the VPPB tools working 
is based on performance prediction of parallel programs which are implemented in C 
language using PThread (POSIX thread) library. Therefore, we select PARSEC 
benchmark as potential subject for our experiment. 

 
Test program selection 
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PARSEC: Princeton Application Repository for Shared-Memory Computers 
(PARSEC) is composed of multithreaded programs with different workloads which 
represents next-generation shared-memory programs for chip multiprocessors. The 
applications are designed for different parallelization models, compilers, operating 
systems and CPU architectures. The design motive of this benchmark is to target 
future applications with different workloads which are intended to run on Chip 
Multiprocessors (CMP’s). The PARSEC is more diverse as compare to other 
benchmarks, since, it includes applications from diverse domains of applications, such 
as computer vision, video encoding, financial analytics, animation physics and image 
processing. The PARSEC is comprised of the following applications. 

 
Blackscholes: In this era of computing, trading deals are made on large scales. 

The derivatives are used as financial instrument for analytical requirements. The 
Black-scholes formula provides fundamental description for option behaviors. In this 
fast pace era of computers even seconds matter to win or lose money. Using Black-
Scholes partial differential equations the prices for a portfolio of European options can 
be calculated analytically. It takes synthetic inputs, based on replication of 1,000 real 
options. The parallel granularity of data is coarse-grained and it does static load-
balancing. It is the simplest application of benchmark workload and it has smaller 
work sets. The input sizes it takes are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 1 option 
• simdev: 16 options 
• simsmall: 4,096 options 
• simmedium: 16,384 options 
• simlarge: 65,536 options 
• native: 10,000,000 options 

   
Bodytrack: It is a computer vision application developed by Intel and it tracks a 

marker-less human body. It takes input from multiple video cameras through an image 
sequence. The programs use three kernels named as, Edge detection, Edge smoothing 
and Calculate particle weights, to distribute workload among threads and it performs 
load balancing dynamically. The input sets of Bodytrack are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 4 cameras, 1 frame, 5 particles, 1 annealing layer 
• simdev: 4 cameras, 1 frame, 100 particles, 3 annealing layers 
• simsmall: 4 cameras, 1 frame, 1,000 particles, 5 annealing layers 
• simmedium: 4 cameras, 2 frames, 2,000 particles, 5 annealing layers 
• simlarge: 4 cameras, 4 frames, 4,000 particles, 5 annealing layers 
• native: 4 cameras, 261 frames, 4,000 particles, 5 annealing layers 

  
Canneal: It is an Electronic Design Automation (EDA) kernel developed by 

Princeton University for minimizing the routing cost of a chip design with cache-
aware simulated annealing (SA). SA technique is used for the approximation of local 
optima in a large search space. It takes a synthetic netlist input and swap elements to 
minimize the routing cost. This application is a representation of engineering workload 
and its parallelism granularity is fine-grained with lock-free synchronization 
techniques. The input sets of Canneal are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 5 swaps per temperature step, 100◦ start temperature, 10 netlist 

elements, 1 temperature step 
• simdev: 100 swaps per temperature step, 300◦ start temperature, 100 

netlist elements, 2 temperature steps 
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• simsmall: 10,000 swaps per temperature step, 2,000◦ start temperature, 
100,000 netlist elements, 32 temperature steps 

• simmedium: 15,000 swaps per temperature step, 2,000◦ start temperature, 
200,000 netlist elements, 64 temperature steps 

• simlarge: 15,000 swaps per temperature step, 2,000◦ start temperature, 
400,000 netlist elements, 128 temperature steps 

• native: 15,000 swaps per temperature step, 2,000◦ start temperature, 
2,500,000 netlist elements, 6,000 temperature steps 

  
Dedup: It is an Enterprise storage kernel designed by Princeton University; it 

detects and eliminates redundancy in a data stream with a next-generation technique 
known as deduplication. The inputs it takes are uncompressed archive containing 
various files in it. In the second version of PARSEC benchmark, the working 
capability of Dedup is improved and it provides more computationally intensive 
deduplication methods. It uses pipeline parallelism architecture with multiple threads 
pooling. The input sets of Dedup are given below. [58], [59] 

• test: 10 KB 
• simdev: 1.1 MB 
• simsmall: 10 MB 
• simmedium: 31 MB 
• simlarge: 184 MB 
• native: 672 MB 

  
Facesim: It is a computer animation application developed by Intel and Stanford 

University. This application used for simulating motions of a human face with the goal 
of realistic visualization. To create an animation it takes a face model and a series of 
muscle activations as input. The granularity of this program is coarse-grained and it 
takes a large set of workloads. The following input sets are provided for Facesim. [58], 
[59] 

 
• test: Print out help message. 
• simdev: 80,598 particles, 372,126 tetrahedra, 1 frame 
• simsmall: Same as simdev 
• simmedium: Same as simdev 
• simlarge: Same as simdev 
• native: Same as simdev, but with 100 frames 

  
Ferret: Ferret is developed by Princeton University; it is a server application for 

searching feature-rich data on the basis of content similarity. It is depicted as next-
generation search engines which find similar images in a query by analyzing their 
contents. The input set for this application is an image database and a series of query 
images. Its underlying structure based on pipeline parallelism with multiple thread 
pools. The input sets for Ferret are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 1 image queries, database with 1 image, find top 1 image 
• simdev: 4 image queries, database with 100 images, find top 5 images 
• simsmall: 16 image queries, database with 3,544 images, find top 10 

images 
• simmedium: 64 image queries, database with 13,787 images, find top 10 

images 
• simlarge: 256 image queries, database with 34,973 images, find top 10 

images 
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• native: 3,500 image queries, database with 59,695 images, find top 50 
images 

  
Fluidanimate: A computer animation application developed by Intel; it is used to 

simulate the underlying physics of fluid motion for real-time animation purposes with 
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) algorithm. It represents the vital applications 
of physics simulations for computer games and other kinds of real-time animations. 
The granularity of this application is coarse-grained with static load balancing 
technique. The input sets of Fluidanimate are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 5,000 particles, 1 frame 
• simdev: 15,000 particles, 3 frames 
• simsmall: 35,000 particles, 5 frames 
• simmedium: 100,000 particles, 5 frames 
• simlarge: 300,000 particles, 5 frames 
• native: 500,000 particles, 500 frames 

  
 

Raytrace: This is another computer animation application developed by Intel, 
which is used to create visually realistic images with higher details from a scene by 
tracing the path of light. The inputs are complex objects having many triangles. The 
parallelism granularity is fine-grained and it uses dynamic load balancing technique 
for workloads. The input sets of Raytrace are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 1×1 pixels, 8 polygons (octahedron), 1 frame 
• simdev: 16×16 pixels, 68,941 polygons (Stanford bunny), 3 frames 
• simsmall: 480×270 pixels ( 14 HDTV resolution), 1 million polygons 

(Buddha statue), 3 frames simmedium: 960×540 pixels ( 12 HDTV 
resolution), 1 million polygons (Buddha statue), 3 frames 

• simlarge: 1,920×1,080 pixels (HDTV resolution), 1 million polygons 
(Buddha statue), 3 frames  

• native: 1,920×1,080 pixels (HDTV resolution), 10 million polygons (Thai 
statue), 200 frames 

  
Streamcluster: It is a machine learning kernel application developed by Princeton 

University, used to solve online clustering problems. For a stream of data input points 
it computes an approximation for the optimal clustering. This technique is used where 
a large amount of data is generating continuously and it requires to be organized on 
real-time conditions, such as network intrusion detection, pattern recognition and data 
mining. The input for this application is a stream of multidimensional points. The 
parallelism granularity in it is coarse-grained with static load balancing technique. The 
input sets for Streamcluster are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 10 input points, block size 10 points, 1 point dimension, 2–5 centers, 

up to 5 intermediate centers allowed 
• simdev: 16 input points, block size 16 points, 3 point dimensions, 3–10 

centers, up to 10 intermediate centers allowed 
• simsmall: 4,096 input points, block size 4,096 points, 32 point dimensions, 

10–20 centers, up to 1,000 intermediate centers allowed 
• simmedium: 8,192 input points, block size 8,192 points, 64 point 

dimensions, 10–20 centers, up to 1,000 intermediate centers allowed 
• simlarge: 16,384 input points, block size 16,384 points, 128 point 

dimensions, 10–20 centers, up to 1,000 intermediate centers allowed 
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• native: 1,000,000 input points, block size 200,000 points, 128 point 
dimensions, 10–20 centers, up to 5,000 intermediate centers allowed 

  
Swaptions: It is a computational finance application developed by Intel and it is 

used for prices a portfolio of swaptions with the Heath-Jarrow-Morton framework. The 
HJM framework illustrates how interest rate evolves for risk management and liability 
management for a class of models. It takes a portfolio of derivatives as input to 
operate. The parallelism granularity in Swaptions is coarse-grained with static load 
balancing. The input sets of Swaption are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 1 swaption, 5 simulations 
• simdev: 3 swaptions, 50 simulations 
• simsmall: 16 swaptions, 5,000 simulations 
• simmedium: 32 swaptions, 10,000 simulations 
• simlarge: 64 swaptions, 20,000 simulations 
• native: 128 swaptions, 1,000,000 simulations 

  
Vips: It is a media application developed by Princeton University and National 

Gallery of London which is based on the VASARI Image Processing System (VIPS). 
This application is used to apply affine transformation and convolution to an image. It 
takes an uncompressed image as input and constructs multithreaded image processing 
pipelines transparently on the fly to transform the image. The parallelism granularity is 
medium with dynamic load balancing technique. The input sets of Vips are given 
below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 256 × 288 pixels 
• simdev: 256 × 288 pixels 
• simsmall: 1, 600 × 1, 200 pixels 
• simmedium: 2, 336 × 2, 336 pixels 
• simlarge: 2, 662 × 5, 500 pixels 
• native: 18, 000 × 18, 000 pixels  

  
x264: This is another media application developed by Princeton University and 

Open Source Community to encode MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 videos. It is one of the best 
codec for its high encoding quality with lower bit-rate and better encoding and 
decoding time. MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 depicted as the standard for next generation 
video compression. It uses coarse-grained pipeline parallelism to encode videos. The 
input sets of x264 are given below. [58], [59] 

 
• test: 32×18 pixels, 1 frame 
• simdev: 64×36 pixels, 3 frames 
• simsmall: 640×360 pixels ( 13 HDTV resolution), 8 frames 
• simmedium: 640×360 pixels ( 13 HDTV resolution), 32 frames 
• simlarge: 640×360 pixels ( 13 HDTV resolution), 128 frames 
• native: 1,920×1,080 pixels (HDTV resolution), 512 frames 
 

5.1.4 Experiment Design 
As discussed in [57], the design of an experiment is a set of tests and it illustrates 

how the tests are organized and run, therefore experiment should be designed in way to 
get most out of it. There are three general design principles used in experimental 
deign, such as, randomization, blocking, and balancing. In this experiment the parallel 
applications from different domains of computing are selected from a well known 
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benchmark suite. Accordingly, the different treatments are also applied on the random 
subjects. Therefore, our experiment design falls into the category of randomization.  

 
In addition to that, there are different types of experiment design standards. As 

mentioned in [57], there are four types of designs used in experiments, such as, 
 
• One factor with two treatments 
• One factor with more than two treatments 
• Two factors with two treatments 
• More than two factors each with two treatments 

 
In this experiment one factor with more than two treatments are used. The factor is 

parallel programs from the PARSEC benchmark suite while the treatments are the 
multiple numbers of processors. A sample tabular format of the programs, speed-up 
and the number of processors is shown in figure 10. 

 
Speed-up 

Program Name 2 processors  4 processors 8 processors 
- - - - 
- - - - 

      Figure 10: A sample tabular format of factor and treatment 
 

The validation of results was performed over a selected set of applications from 
the PARSEC benchmark suite. The selected sets of applications from the benchmark 
are: X264, Vips, Swaption, Ray Trace, Fluid Animate, Ferret, Faceism and Body 
Track.  For the validity of programs, we provided native input data set out of six 
different workloads input sets for each application is given below in table, 

 
Table 2: Input data sets 

Applications Input data sets 
X264 1,920×1,080 pixels (HDTV resolution), 512 frames 
Vips 18, 000 × 18, 000 pixels 

Swaption 128 swaptions, 1,000,000 simulations 
Ray Trace (1,920×1,080 pixels (HDTV resolution), 10 million polygons (Thai 

statue), 200 frames 
Fluid Animate 500,000 particles, 500 frames 

Ferret 3,500 image queries, database with 59,695 images, find top 50 images 
Faceism 80,598 particles, 372,126 tetrahedra, 100 frame 

Body Track 4 cameras, 261 frames, 4,000 particles, 5 annealing layers 
 

These applications represent a diverse range of workloads. The basic criterion for 
selection of programs from the selected benchmark suite was on the basis of 
applications that has support for POSIX thread library. Eight applications were able to 
run successfully that are mentioned above. The applications that cannot support 
PThreads is freqmine and the rest such as blackscholes, canneal, dedup, freqmine and 
streamcluster were excluded due to the lack of running support and installed contents.  

 

5.1.5 Instrumentation 
A controlled laboratory environment is used for the experiment. This is a 

laboratory environment at BTH and access to the laboratory is obtained through 
Bitvise Tunnelier (a program for remote SSH connection and File transfer over 
network). The machine we used for experimentation is called Kraken and remotely 
available at kraken.tek.bth.se; it consists of Linux operating environment with two 
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quad-core processors i.e. eight CPU machine with 16 GB primary memory. MS excel 
has been used to collect the experimental data.  

 

5.1.6 Validity Evaluation 
Validity is the best available approximation to the truth of a given proposition, 

inference or conclusion [60]. There are several validity threats that might influence the 
validity of an experiment; however, four main categories are listed in literature [57] 
such as, Conclusion Validity, Internal Validity, Construct Validity, and External 
Validity.  

 
  Conclusion Validity: 

Conclusion validity is concerned with the relationship between the outcomes and 
treatments. One has to make sure that there exists a statistical correlation between the 
treatments and outcomes [57]. If we look at the results table in section 6.1 of the 
report, we can see there is a positive monotonic correlation between the treatments and 
outcomes as higher number of processors yielded higher speed-ups. The factors that 
may affect the outcomes are the selection of subjects and the measurement of 
outcomes. The selected set of parallel applications from the PARSEC benchmark 
belongs to the same class of high-performance computing applications. In addition to 
that, these are tested and inspected carefully therefore, random heterogeneity of 
subjects in study is not likely to happen. Moreover, the experiment environment used 
is a laboratory environment used in many courses and experimentation in BTH. Hence 
the reliability of measurements is robust in itself. Thus, the conclusion validity of this 
study is not considered to be vital. 

 
Internal Validity: 

Internal validity concerns, if there exists a relationship between the outcome and 
treatment then one has to make sure that it is a causal relationship [57]. If we look at 
the results table in section 6.1 we see that for different number of processors we get 
different speed-ups for the same selected application. So, we can conclude that there 
exists a causal relationship between the treatments and outcomes. 

 
Construct Validity: 

In quantitative study, the construct validity mainly concerns about the design of 
the experiment. The experiment design we have used in our study is the same as the 
one used by Broberg et. al. in [1] and [16] for performance prediction of parallel 
programs using VPPB in a Solaris environment. The design of our experiment is 
discussed in section 5.1.5. 

 
External validity: 

Threats to external validity concern the ability to generalize the experimental 
results outside the experiment setting [57]. In external validity there are three major 
risk areas: having wrong subjects, wrong choice of experiment environment and wrong 
choice of experiment timing which can affect the results [57].  In our experiment the 
subjects are chosen wisely as they are taken from the PARSEC benchmark suite. In 
recent the PARSEC suite is widely used by the researchers in experimentation to 
predict system performance. The environment used in our experiment is Kraken. It is a 
modern shared memory model parallel computing environment which is further 
discussed in section 4.1.6. The last major threat to external validity is experiment 
timing. Since Kraken is a shared laboratory environment, there might be other 
calculations being performed by sharing resources from the setup while we are 
conducting our experiment, which can affect the results of our experiment. To mitigate 
this problem, we performed experiments several times at different time periods with 
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same processor sets. So, none of the risks areas of external validity affects our 
experiment to generalize the results outside the experiment setting. 

5.2 Experiment Operation 
Before the final experiment execution, the preparation of instrumentations was 

insured. It was tested by running simple programs on the laboratory environment and 
on the VPPB tool as well. To collect the produced results, a spread sheet was also 
maintained. The PARSEC benchmark was installed on Kraken and the applications 
were selected (mentioned in chapter 6) to conduct the experimental operation. At first 
all the selected applications were run on the Kraken using a single processor and 
execution times were collected. These execution times provide helps to calculate the 
real speed-ups; and overhead while comparing with the monitored uni-processor 
execution. Then the experiment was further conducted by applying different numbers 
of processors over applications, selected from the benchmark suite. After each 
execution of the application on different numbers of processors (2, 4, 8), we collected 
the execution times, which are regarded as the real execution times and will be 
compared with the predicted execution times to calculate the error rates. Then we 
made a monitored uni-processor execution of each selected applications on the Kraken 
and collected the created log files. Using these log files we performed the simulation 
of those applications on different numbers of simulated processors (2, 4, and 8) by the 
VPPB and collected the predicted execution times. Then from those two sets of 
execution times we calculated the real speed-up, predicted speed-up and error rate, 
which are discussed in chapter 6 of this report. 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS 
 

6.1 Experimented Results 
The outcomes of the experimentation are collected by applying different number 

of processors over selected set of programs from the PARSEC benchmark suite. As 
outcomes speed-ups are collected in real and in prediction; and error rates are 
calculated as the percentage of difference between the real speed up and predicted 
speed-up. The speed-up Sp is calculated using the formula Sp=T1/Tp where ‘p’ is the 
number of processors, T1 is the execution time on 1 processor and Tp is the execution 
time on ‘p’ number of processors. The summary of results is shown in table 3.  

 
Table 3: Results table 

Applications 
Speed-up 

2 Processors 4 Processors 8 Processors 
X264 Real 1.63(1.63-1.64) 2.62(2.60-2.64) 3.46(3.38-3.54) 

Pred 1.64 2.63 3.48 
Error 0.6% 0.3% 0.5% 

Vips Real 1.99(1.98-2.00) 4.20(4.16-4.24) 7.21(7.13-7.29) 
Pred 1.64 4.50 7.55 
Error 2.0% 7.1% 4.7% 

Swaption Real 1.98(1.98-1.99) 3.82(3.79-3.85) 6.95(6.87-7.03) 
Pred 1.98 3.83 6.97 
Error 0.0% 0.2% 0.2% 

Ray Trace Real 1.14(1.13-1.15) 1.23(1.21-1.25) 1.26(1.24-1.28) 
Pred 1.13 1.21 1.24 
Error 0.8% 1.6% 1.5% 

Fluid 
Animate 

Real 1.83(1.83-1.84) 2.85(2.83-2.87) 4.54(4.52-4.56) 
Pred 1.83 2.86 4.59 
Error 0.0% 0.3% 1.1% 

Ferret Real 1.83(1.82-1.83) 3.31(3.31-3.32) 4.84(4.83-4.85) 
Pred 1.83 3.35 4.90 
Error 0.0% 1.2% 1.2% 

Faceism Real 1.14(1.14-1.15) 1.41(1.40-1.42) 2.14(2.11-2.17) 
Pred 1.14 1.41 2.16 
Error 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 

Body Track Real 1.84(1.84-1.85) 8.70(8.68-8.72) 16.56(16.51-16.61) 
Pred 1.86 8.83 16.85 
Error 1.0% 1.4% 1.7% 

 
 

The table demonstrates the measured and predicted speed-up for the eight 
applications. For each value of real speed-up three executions were performed and we 
selected the middle value from it. The values are selected from minimum and 
maximum values as shown in parenthesis. The error rate is defined as ((Real speed-up) 
– (Predicted speed-up) / (Real speed-up)). The overall error rate is relatively low 
which ranges from 0.0% to 2.0% except two bigger values 7.1% and 4.7%. It 
determines that the predicted speed-up is close to the real speed-up and the only 
exceptions are Vips with four and eight processors which are also acceptable as they 
are around the real value.  
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Commonly, the execution time of monitored uni-processor is rather longer than the 
normal uni-processor execution time, due to the recording overhead. In our case the 
recording time overhead is significantly low and the overall overhead is around 2.5% 
to 3.2%. The size of log file is another consideration for the execution of monitored 
programs. The log files created were of different sizes in our measurements; however 
they were handled easily by the VPPB. Hence, none of the problems (i.e. execution 
time overhead and size of the log file) caused any problems on the programs 
execution.  

 
The granularity of the programs has effect on the creation of log files.  The 

programs with fine granularity have more synchronized events than coarse grained 
programs therefore; it generates larger log files per time unit. The programs with 
longer execution and of fine grained could create problems with log file sizes. In our 
experiment the maximum log file size was up to 30 Mbytes. For larger log files, 
simulation and visualization of predicted behavior take longer time.  

6.2 Discussion/Analysis 
In this study we assumed that in the execution of the multithreaded programs, its 

behavior is independent of the scheduling policy and number of processors. While 
simulating and visualizing the execution of programs, the use of the traced log files in 
a deterministic way may cause problem(s).  

 
In multithreaded programs, it is common to use conditional variables for barrier 

implementation and the simulator is devised to draw the possibly accurate behavior of 
a barrier. The behavior of condition variables depend on the value of a variable and 
that is hard to simulate. The problem is related to the last thread that is reaching at the 
barrier in a monitored execution. That thread may be programmed in simulation in a 
way that it may reaches to the barrier before some others threads. In a case if the log 
file has higher number of threads than those released during the recorded execution, 
then the calling threads waiting for correct number of threads to be reached at the 
barrier will be blocked by cond_broadcast. Thus, the waiting threads will be released 
by the last thread arriving at the barrier [1].  

 
The pthread_join() primitive used to wait for specific thread termination. If no 

such thread exits, it will suspend processing of the calling threads until a thread which 
is it waiting for is not exited in the log file. Furthermore, the simulator does not 
consider the overhead effect of LWP context switching on a multiprocessor. The 
Recorder cannot identify the switching time of LWP’s:  when they terminate or start, it 
can only be used when one single LWP is running. Therefore, it is hard to execute a 
program with various threads when a single thread is executing in a tight loop during 
the entire execution and that is because of the exclusive loop execution. Similarly, a 
spinning thread on a varying variable can create a live-lock. Moreover, our technique 
can only support CPU-intensive applications but not applicable to I/O operations.  

 
Our approach covers many issues such as, selective representation; integration 

between development time and run-time information; high-level and automated 
performance debugger; automated instrumentation for parallel programs; low overhead 
in monitoring programs execution; graphs and indices to expose performance 
bottlenecks [1]. Today’s most of the parallel program development tools use different 
graphical displays such as graphs. However, VPPB also provides two types of graphs 
such as, parallelism graph and execution flow graph. The usage of execution flow 
graph is common to detect thread behavior over time; on the other hand the parallelism 
graph is very useful for large applications to identify the performance bottlenecks. 
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7  CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study we have presented a new implementation of the VPPB tool for 

performance prediction and improvements of parallel programs in a Linux 
environment. This tool can predict the speed-up and visualize the behavior of 
multithreaded C/C++ applications written using POSIX thread APIs.  

 
The basic approach of implementation is based on a monitored execution of a 

multithreaded application on a uni-processor. During the execution of a program the 
calls that are made from the application program to the Pthread library are traced and 
information about the calling events is gathered in a log file through probes. Using the 
recorded information, a simulation is modeled of a multiprocessor execution according 
to scheduling and hardware parameters given by the user. That simulation is 
transformed into a visualized graphical output. This graphical information is helpful to 
the developer to examine the behavior of the application; and VPPB also gives the user 
the impression of working on a multiprocessor system without having it in real. 

  
The tool presents the execution flow graph and the parallelism graph. Numeric 

data, e.g., execution time are visualized as a part of the performance prediction. The 
execution flow graph is developed with the facility of scrolling and zooming in two 
ways at fixed steps and according to a specific time interval. The parallelism graph 
shows currently running threads and threads can be run but are not executed at the 
moment; in other words, the amount of available parallelism. VPPB provides enough 
details to examine the bottlenecks and alleviate them.  

7.1 Research Questions Revisited 
The research questions raised in chapter 2 are now revisited in order to find out 

how the outcome of the research helped to answer them. 
 
1. How correctly the performance could be predicted, by the tool in a Linux 

environment? 
We have validated the predicted speed-up using eight benchmark applications 

from the PARSEC suite and a multiprocessor with eight processors. The tested 
predictions were considered to be accurate, since seven applications had an error rate 
of less than 2% as compare to the real multiprocessor execution. The only eighth 
application had an error rate of 7.1%.  The version of VPPB which works in a Solaris 
environment was presented by Broberg et. al. [1] had a less than 1.5% error-rate. In the 
new version of VPPB the error rate hovers around 0% to 2%. So, it is seen that the tool 
can predict performance correctly enough in a Linux environment as the difference of 
prediction between the two versions is 0.5 in the worst case scenario.  

 
2. How much overhead is going to be incurred into the evaluated program? 
As mentioned in section 6.1 the overhead caused by the probes to collect the 

events log during the monitored uni-processor execution was low. At worst case the 
overhead was at most 3.2%. The version of VPPB which works in a Solaris 
environment had 3% overhead [1]. 

7.2 Future Work 
In the current implementation of VPPB, the Recorder traces user level threads in a 

Linux environment to monitor a program execution. In future, with the modification of 
the Recorder part the VPPB can be enabled to trace activities at the kernel level in a 
Linux environment.  
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APPENDIX A 

 
example_program_before_modification.c  
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <pthread.h> 
#define BUFFER_SIZE 10 
#define NO_PRODUCERS 6 
#define NO_CONSUMERS 6 
#define ITEMS_TO_SEND 10000 /* number of items to pass through the buffer */ 
 
static int no_items_sent = 0; 
static int no_items_recieved = 0; 
static int print_flag = 0; /* 1 = printouts, 0 = no printouts */ 
 
typedef struct { 
    int in, out; 
    int no_elems; 
    int buf[BUFFER_SIZE]; 
    pthread_mutex_t lock; /* protects the buffer */ 
} buffer_t; 
 
static buffer_t buffer; 
 
void 
init_buffer(void) 
{ 
    buffer.in = 0; 
    buffer.out = 0; 
    buffer.no_elems = 0; 
    pthread_mutex_init(&buffer.lock, NULL); 
} 
 
void *consumer(void *thr_id) 
{ 
  int item; 
  int c_quit = 0; 
  int my_id = (int) thr_id; 
     
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("Cstart 4: tid %d\n", my_id); 
  while(!c_quit) { 
    pthread_mutex_lock(&buffer.lock); 
    if (no_items_recieved < ITEMS_TO_SEND) { 
      item = buffer.buf[buffer.out]; 
      buffer.out = (buffer.out + 1) % BUFFER_SIZE; 
      buffer.no_elems--; 
      no_items_recieved++; 
      if (print_flag) 
       printf("Consumer %d got number %d from buffer\n", my_id, item); 
    } else  
      c_quit = 1; 
    pthread_mutex_unlock(&buffer.lock); 
    usleep(10); 
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  }//while loop ends 
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("CBreak 4: tid %d\n", my_id); 
  pthread_exit(0); 
} 
 
void *producer(void *thr_id) 
{ 
  int item; 
  int p_quit = 0; 
  int my_id = (int) thr_id; 
 
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("Pstart 4: tid %d\n", my_id); 
  while(!p_quit) { 
    pthread_mutex_lock(&buffer.lock); 
    if (no_items_sent < ITEMS_TO_SEND) { 
      item = no_items_sent++; 
      buffer.buf[buffer.in] = item; 
      buffer.in = (buffer.in + 1) % BUFFER_SIZE; 
      buffer.no_elems++; 
      if (print_flag) 
 printf("Producer %d put number %d in buffer\n", my_id, item); 
    } else  
      p_quit = 1; 
    pthread_mutex_unlock(&buffer.lock); 
    usleep(10); 
  } //while loop ends 
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("PBreak 4: tid %d\n", my_id); 
  pthread_exit(0); 
} 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
    int i; 
    pthread_t prod_thrs[NO_PRODUCERS]; 
    pthread_t cons_thrs[NO_PRODUCERS]; 
    pthread_attr_t attr; 
 
    init_buffer(); 
    pthread_attr_init (&attr); 
 
    printf("Buffer size = %d, items to send = %d\n",  
    BUFFER_SIZE, ITEMS_TO_SEND); 
    /* create the producer and consumer threads */ 
    for(i = 0; i < NO_PRODUCERS; i++) 
 pthread_create(&prod_thrs[i], &attr, producer, (void *)i); 
    for(i = 0; i < NO_CONSUMERS; i++) 
 pthread_create(&cons_thrs[i], &attr, consumer, (void *)i); 
 
    /* wait for all threads to terminate */ 
    for (i = 0; i < NO_PRODUCERS; i++) 
 pthread_join(prod_thrs[i], NULL); 
    for (i = 0; i < NO_CONSUMERS; i++) 
 pthread_join(cons_thrs[i], NULL); 
} 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <pthread.h> 
#define BUFFER_SIZE_EACH_THREAD 10 
#define NO_PRODUCERS 6 
#define NO_CONSUMERS 6 
#define ITEMS_TO_SEND 1000 /* number of items to pass through the buffer */ 
 
static int no_items_sent = 0; 
static int no_items_recieved = 0; 
static int print_flag = 0;    
int extra_work = 0; 
//amount of work for each thread    
int prod_consum_each_thread = ITEMS_TO_SEND / NO_PRODUCERS;   
int buf[ BUFFER_SIZE_EACH_THREAD * NO_PRODUCERS ]; 
//Declaration of number of locks as equal to the producer and consumer 
pthread_mutex_t lock[ NO_PRODUCERS ]; 
//Conditional variables to notify that the buffer is full  
      
     
pthread_cond_t item_queue_full[ NO_PRODUCERS ];  
//Conditional variables to notify that the buffer is empty  
     
pthread_cond_t item_queue_empty[ NO_PRODUCERS ];   
    
int item_available[ NO_PRODUCERS ]; 
 
//Consumer thread starts here 
void *consumer(void *thr_id) 
{ 
  int i, item, start_item, end_item, buf_start, buf_index, buf_end; 
  int c_quit = 0; 
  int my_id = (int) thr_id; 
  //starting item of the consumer 
  start_item = my_id * prod_consum_each_thread;  
   
  if( my_id == ( NO_CONSUMERS - 1 ) ) 
 //Providing extra works to the last thread 
   end_item = start_item + prod_consum_each_thread + extra_work; 
  else 
   end_item = start_item + prod_consum_each_thread; 
    
  buf_start = my_id * BUFFER_SIZE_EACH_THREAD;  
  buf_index = buf_start; 
  buf_end = buf_start + BUFFER_SIZE_EACH_THREAD;  
       
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("Consumer Thread: %d starts\n", my_id); 
     
  while( !c_quit )  
  { 
     buf_index = buf_start; 
     pthread_mutex_lock( &lock[ my_id ] ); 
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     //wait untile the buffer is full 
     while( item_available[ my_id ] == 0 ) 
     pthread_cond_wait( &item_queue_full[ my_id ], &lock[ my_id ] ); 
     for( i = buf_index; i < buf_end; i++ ) 
     { 
       if( start_item < end_item ) 
       { 
          item = buf[ buf_index++ ]; 
          start_item++; 
          if(print_flag) 
          printf("Consumer %d, buf[%d] =  %d\n", my_id, buf_index, item ); 
        } 
 
 
        else 
        { 
       c_quit = 1; 
       break; 
        }    
     } //for loop ends 
     //let the producer thread know buffer is empty and start producing item 
     //usleep( 10 ); 
     item_available[ my_id ] = 0; 
     pthread_cond_signal( &item_queue_empty[ my_id ] ); 
     pthread_mutex_unlock( &lock[ my_id ] );  
  } //while loop ends 
  if ( print_flag ) 
    printf("Consumer Thread: %d breaks\n", my_id); 
  pthread_exit(0); 
} 
 
//Producer thread starts here 
void *producer(void *thr_id) 
{ 
  int i, item, start_item, end_item, buf_start, buf_index, buf_end; 
  int p_quit = 0; 
  int my_id = (int) thr_id; 
  //start item of the producer 
  start_item = my_id * prod_consum_each_thread;   
  if( my_id == ( NO_PRODUCERS - 1 ) ) 
 //end item where the producer will stop producing 
   end_item = start_item + prod_consum_each_thread + extra_work; 
  else 
   end_item = start_item + prod_consum_each_thread; 
  buf_start = my_id * BUFFER_SIZE_EACH_THREAD; 
  buf_index = buf_start; 
  buf_end = buf_start + BUFFER_SIZE_EACH_THREAD; 
 
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("Producer Thread: %d starts\n", my_id); 
     
  while(!p_quit)  
  { 
    buf_index = buf_start; 
    pthread_mutex_lock(&lock[ my_id ]); 
    //wait until the buffer is empty 
    while( item_available[ my_id ] == 1 ) 
   pthread_cond_wait( &item_queue_empty[ my_id ], &lock[ my_id ] );
  
    for( i = buf_index; i < buf_end; i++ ) 
    { 
      if( start_item < end_item ) 
      {   
         item = start_item++; 
         buf[ buf_index++ ] = item; 
         if(print_flag) 
       printf("Producer %d, buf[%d] =  %d\n", my_id, buf_index, item ); 
      } 
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      else 
      { 
         p_quit = 1; 
         break; 
      } 
    } 
    //let the consumer thread know the buffer is full and can start         
//consuming 
    item_available[ my_id ] = 1; 
    pthread_cond_signal( &item_queue_full[ my_id ] );   
    pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock[ my_id ]); 
  }//while loop ends 
  if (print_flag) 
    printf("Producer Thread: %d breaks\n", my_id); 
  pthread_exit(0); 
} 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
    int i; 
    extra_work = ITEMS_TO_SEND - ( prod_consum_each_thread * NO_PRODUCERS ); 
    pthread_t prod_thrs[NO_PRODUCERS]; 
    pthread_t cons_thrs[NO_CONSUMERS]; 
    pthread_attr_t attr; 
 
    //initialize all the variables 
    for( i = 0; i < NO_PRODUCERS; i++ ) 
    { 
     pthread_mutex_init(&lock[ i ], NULL); 
     pthread_cond_init( &item_queue_empty[ i ], NULL ); 
     pthread_cond_init( &item_queue_full[ i ], NULL ); 
     item_available[ i ] = 0; 
    }  
    pthread_attr_init (&attr); 
    /* create the producer and consumer threads */ 
    for(i = 0; i < NO_PRODUCERS; i++) 
 pthread_create(&prod_thrs[i], &attr, producer, (void *)i); 
    for(i = 0; i < NO_CONSUMERS; i++) 
 pthread_create(&cons_thrs[i], &attr, consumer, (void *)i); 
    /* wait for all threads to terminate */ 
    for (i = 0; i < NO_PRODUCERS; i++) 
 pthread_join(prod_thrs[i], NULL); 
    for (i = 0; i < NO_CONSUMERS; i++) 
 pthread_join(cons_thrs[i], NULL); 
    return 0; 
} 
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